**TEXT I: Cycling on footpaths**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANSWERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **a** What happened to Mike’s friend Edward? 2 marks  
He was hit by a car while cycling home from work and had to go to hospital. |
| **b** What two benefits of cycling does Mike give? 2 marks  
1: Cycling helps to keep people healthy.  
2: It helps to reduce traffic congestion and pollution. |
| **c** Give two words Kylie uses to describe cyclists. 2 marks  
Possible answers include:  
• selfish  
• bullies  
• dangerous  
• reckless |
| **d** Who do Kylie’s cycling friends blame for cycling accidents? 1 mark  
cyclists |
| **e** Describe Mike’s response to Kylie’s opinion. Support your answer with one example of his language and one example of his delivery. 3 marks  
Description: hesitant, uncertain  
Language: ‘um’, ‘ah’  
Delivery: He pauses and uses an uncertain tone. |